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Aluminum Fences of Distinction™
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Guaranteed for Life!
Every Jerith fence is backed by our Lifetime Warranty. This guarantee covers our products
against rust, defects in workmanship and materials, as well as chipping, peeling, or cracking
of the FencCoat™ finish for as long as you own your Jerith fence. We were the first fence
manufacturer to include a Lifetime Warranty on its products. While other fences may offer a
similar guarantee, consider why a Jerith warranty means so much more.
First, we have manufactured our aluminum fences for more than 40 years, so we know how
well they hold up over time. Most competing products have been on the market for less than
10 years. They simply do not have the experience that we have in fencing.

CONC

Secondly, fences are the only product that we make. Therefore, we concentrate all of our
research and development efforts into producing the best fence possible. This
is of utmost importance to our growth and success as a company.
Finally, we test our fences to back up every claim we make. Producing the
highest quality fences and standing behind our products 100% has helped us
become the largest aluminum fence manufacturer in North America.
You must have confidence in the manufacturer of your fence or the warranty
will have no value at all to you. Over the past 40 years, we have earned a
reputation for delivering what we promise. And, we won an American Business
Ethics Award to prove it! That is why Jerith’s warranty means more to you.

STYL
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Aluminum Fences
of Distinction™

CONCORD WITH IMPERIAL FINIALS

The Aluminum Fences displayed in this brochure have a distinctive
appearance that will complement any home. Jerith fences offer the
attractiveness and protection of traditional wrought iron fencing without
the maintenance. They are available in a wide variety of styles, colors,
and heights that add prestige and value to any property. No other fence
will do so much to enhance the beauty of your home, pool or yard.
All Jerith fences are constructed of an exclusive high-strength aluminum
alloy called HS-35™ (see page 14 for details). This remarkable material
has the strength of steel, but will never rust, even in coastal areas or
around swimming pools. Plus, Jerith’s durable powder coated finish is
guaranteed not to crack, chip or peel for as long as you own your fence.
Our polyester powder coating, called FencCoat™, is an environmentally
safe, high quality alternative to paint (see page 15 for details). When
applied to a Jerith fence, FencCoat™ is twice the thickness and
hardness of a typical painted finish. It is far more durable, fade-resistant,
and scratch-resistant than other coatings, which is why we can give a
Lifetime Warranty on our finish.
A Jerith fence is the best choice whenever you want elegant, longlasting protection. Producing high quality products at reasonable prices
has made Jerith an industry leader for over 40 years. Insist on Aluminum
Fences of Distinction™ by Jerith – anything else is second best!
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America’s Fencing Choice™

Presenting Jerith...
Jerith is a family business that is now in its third generation. We are the oldest and largest
manufacturer of aluminum ornamental fences in North America. Decorative fences
constructed from aluminum were first designed and manufactured by Jerith in 1961. Since
that time, we have become a leader in the fencing industry. We are known for our high quality
products and outstanding service.
All fabrication and assembly of Jerith products is performed at our 444,000 square foot
facility in Philadelphia, PA. We moved into this building in 2001 after outgrowing our previous
locations due to the remarkable growth of our company. We are a participating member in
many organizations which promote product excellence, such as ASTM, the Powder Coating
Institute, and the American Fence Association. In 1995, Jerith was one of only four
companies selected nationally to receive the prestigious American Business Ethics Award
from the American Society of CLU & ChFC.
Jerith offers a tradition of quality and service to our customers. We are confident and proud
that our fences are built to the highest standards in the industry. That is why we were the first
fence manufacturer to give a Lifetime Warranty on every item we sell. No other fence
manufacturer can match our combination of experience, quality and service.
OVATION
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STYLE #111 ESTATE GATE WITH MAJESTIC FINIALS
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America’s Fencing Choice™

A Fence to Fit Every Need
There are a wide variety of Jerith fence styles available in three colors and several heights.
You can be sure that there will be a Jerith fence to enhance the beauty of your home, pool
or yard.
Residential Fence Styles:
#101
This traditional wrought iron design has its points even across the top.
#100
Similar to Style #101, but with staggered picket tops.
#111
This version of Style #101 is built to accept finials on the pickets instead of
the standard spear points. (See Page 13 for information about finials.)
#401
Similar to Style #101 but with a 15/8” space between pickets. This fence will
keep most pets in your yard. The narrow spacing also makes it difficult for
children to obtain a foothold on the fence.
#202
A classic design with a smooth rail on top rather than points. Our Best Seller!
#200
Variation of Style #202 which combines the safety of a top rail with traditional
spear points below.
#402
15/8” spaced version of Style #202 for those who do not want exposed points
on their fence, but want the added security of a narrow space between
pickets.
Lexington
This distinguished wrought iron design has elegant curves connecting the
pickets. Available with standard points or finials centered in the arch.
Concord
Similar to the Lexington, but with pickets between each arch, as well as inside.
Pickets may have either standard points or finials.
Ovation
This two rail fence has a simple design specifically created to meet the pool
enclosure code drafted by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission.
(See Page 10 for more information about this design and pool code.)

#100

#101

#111 with Majestic Finials

#200

#202

#401

STYL

Lexington

Concord

#402

Buckingham

Kensington with Majestic finials

Windsor

STYL

Buckingham Plus

Regency Fence Styles:
(Made with larger components. Rings are available. Details on pages 8 & 9.)
Buckingham Similar in design to Style #101 except the pickets do not extend below the
bottom rail.
Kensington
Similar in design to Style #111 except the pickets do not extend below the
bottom rail.
Windsor
Similar in design to Style #202 except the pickets do not extend below the
bottom rail.

Kensington Plus with Majestic finials

Windsor Plus

NOTE: 6’ high residential fences have four horizontal rails, not three as shown.
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STYLE #101

STYLE #402

Dimensions and Specifications
STYLE #202

Component Sizes
Pickets
Rails: Top Wall
Side Walls
Standard Posts
Gate Posts
Spacing Between Pickets
Post Spacing
Standard Colors
Standard Heights Available

Weight Supported per Section of Fence

Residential Strength
sq. x .050” thick
1” x .055” thick
1” x .082” thick
2” sq. x .060” thick
2” sq. x .125” thick
4” sq. x .125” thick
3 13/16” (15/8” for #401, #402)
72 1/2” on center
Black, White, Bronze
36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, plus
54” for Modified #200 & #202, 57” for
Modified #101, #111, Lexington, & Concord
350+ lbs.
5/8”

Ovation/Regency
sq. x .050” thick
1” x .055” thick
11/2” x .082” thick
2” sq. x .060” thick
2” sq. x .125” thick
4” sq. x .125” thick
3 31/32”
72” on center
Black, White, Bronze
Ovation – only 48”
Regency – 48”, 60”, 72”,
plus 54” for Windsor only
Ovation – 350+ lbs.
Regency – 500+ lbs.
3/4”

Jerith also offers a full line of Industrial Strength and Ornamental Wire style fences.
Please call 800-344-2242 for literature and specifications on these products.
STYLE #200
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America’s Fencing Choice™

Need Something Stronger?
Jerith’s prestigious Regency Aluminum Fences satisfy a growing demand for stronger
residential fences that don’t look like industrial products. Our Regency Fences use slightly
larger components to create a section that is 33% stronger than our standard Residential
Fences for just a little more money. These noble fences seamlessly blend into any yard or
pool area without appearing to be out of place.
WINDSOR

The basic Regency Fence styles are Buckingham, Kensington and Windsor. In these classic
designs, the pickets do not extend beyond the bottom rail to give a smooth, clean look. To
create a truly "regal" appearance, these styles can also have decorative rings attached
between the top two rails. With the rings installed, the designs are known as Buckingham
Plus, Kensington Plus and Windsor Plus. Naturally, we only use rings made from cast
aluminum, not plastic or steel, to prevent rust and ensure durability. These are the only Jerith
fence styles available with rings.
Everything you would expect in a Jerith fence is found in a Regency Fence. Our exclusive
HS-35™ Alloy is used in every rail and post. The standard FencCoat™ finishes are available
for every style. And, of course, every fence is guaranteed for as long as you own it!
If you want a stronger, more impressive fence for your home without having an industrial look,
then a Jerith Regency Fence is perfect for you. Whether you choose one of the standard
styles or a Plus design, a Regency Fence will surely make your home a stately manor!

BUCK

BUCKINGHAM
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KENSINGTON WITH IMPERIAL FINIALS AND BALL CAP

WINDSOR

KENSINGTON WITH IMPERIAL FINIALS

WIND
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BUCKINGHAM
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WINDSOR PLUS

BUCKINGHAM PLUS
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America’s Fencing Choice™

Rest Easy with a Jerith
Fence Around Your Pool
Jerith fence is the perfect choice to surround your swimming pool. Its aluminum construction
eliminates rust, while its durable FencCoat™ finish withstands the moisture and chemicals
found in a pool environment. Most building codes require swimming pools to have selfclosing and self-latching gates around them. These safety features are standard on all Jerith
walk gates. In addition, our pickets have less than 4” between them, so children cannot
squeeze through.
Our Ovation Fence was specifically designed to meet a Swimming Pool Enclosure Code
developed by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). This fence has nearly
four feet of space between its two horizontal rails. This virtually eliminates the possibility of a
small child climbing over this fence. Also, a child-resistant magnetic gate latch is standard on
all Ovation gates. This magnetic latch keeps the release mechanism out of a child’s reach and
has a built-in keylock for added security. It is also available as an option for all other Jerith
gate styles.
The chart on the right shows all of the Jerith fence styles and heights that meet the CPSC
Pool Code. You will notice that there are a few “Modified” designs that are altered
specifically to meet the Pool Code (These altered styles are shown below.) For 54” high
Modified Styles #200 and #202, the only variation from the standard designs is that the
pickets do not extend below the bottom rail. Our 57” tall fences combine this same picket
change with a narrowing of the gap between the top two rails, which allows our 57” Modified
Styles #101, #111, Lexington, and Concord to have at least 45” between the rails as the
Pool Code requires.
Be sure to verify the requirements for swimming pool fencing in your area before ordering.
There is a Jerith fence to meet nearly every code. Select the one that’s right for you!

10
Ovation

#200 Modified

#202 Modified

#101 Modified

#111 Modified

Lexington Modified Concord Modified

STYLE #202 MODIFIED

Style and Height Combinations
to Meet Most Pool Codes
Style / Height
Ovation
Lexington, Concord
101, 111
100
200, 202
401, 402
Buckingham
Kensington
Windsor

48”




54”

57”

60”

72”
















(Modified)
(Modified)
(Modified)



STYL

These fences meet pool codes that require a fence to be 48” above grade
with either:
(a) any rail spacing and less than 13/4” between pickets, or
(b) one 45” rail spacing between the tops of two adjacent rails and less
than 4” between pickets.
Gates will be self-closing and self-latching. Magna-Latch latches may be
required for some gates to meet these codes. Check local building codes for
your requirements before ordering.
OVAT
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STYLE #200

LEXINGTON MODIFIED
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America’s Fencing Choice™

A Gate to Fit Every Personality
All Jerith fence styles have matching gates. The gates resemble the fence design, but with a
welded frame and bracing for structural support. By fabricating in this manner, a Jerith gate
can hold a 250 pound load without collapsing!
Our walk gates are self-closing and self-latching. These safety features are essential around
a swimming pool to help prevent accidents involving children and pets. Our exclusive handle
latch, the EverLatch, has a built-in keylock for added security and safety. Its magnetic
operation has no mechanical resistance to latching, so it works every time. The EverLatch is
provided as the standard latch for all Jerith Residential and Regency gates. Ovation gates
come with a Magna-Latch, which can be locked as well.
In addition, you may want to add some cast aluminum scrolls to enhance the appearance of
your gates. Our LS-2 scroll is ideal for a gate with a top rail, while LS-1 or SS-1 scrolls can
highlight any gate with 5/8” pickets.

STYL

If you are looking to differentiate your walk gate from the rest of your fence, you will want to
consider our Accent™ Gates. These attractive gates enhance our standard designs with
gently arched top rails. They are completely welded with no bracing to interfere with the
appearance of their curves. Accent Gates are made in either 3’, 4’ and 5’ widths.
To create an impressive entrance to your home, use a Jerith Estate Gate. These beautifully
arched double gates really show off your “Estate”. A pair of these gates can span up to a 20’
opening. They are fabricated so that they can arch either upward or downward, and are
offered in Style #101, #111, or #202. These gates are constructed from larger aluminum
components that are welded at every joint. The gate height increases by one foot from the
lowest side of the gate to the highest side to create a dignified presence that will distinguish
your entryway!

STYLE #200 ACCENT GATE

STYL

Since a gate is the only part of your fence that moves, its design and construction are critical
to ensure years of trouble-free operation. No other gate can match the quality and strength
found in a Jerith gate!
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STYLE #111 ESTATE GATE WITH MAJESTIC FINIALS
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Add an Extra Touch of Elegance
to Your Jerith Fence
Our cast aluminum decorative accessories give any Jerith fence a distinctive appearance.
Choose from a selection of scrolls, finials and ball caps to create a custom look that will add
an extra touch of elegance to your fence. These castings are available in our standard black,
white, and bronze FencCoat™ finish, as well as a gold finish to accentuate any fence or gate.
While these accessories may look like cast iron, their aluminum construction prevents them
from rusting. So, enjoy the beauty of a custom wrought iron fence with the maintenance-free
ease of aluminum - only from Jerith.

STYLE #202 WALK GATE

SS-1 SCROLL

EVERLATCH

STYLE #202 GATE WITH SS-1 AND LS-2 SCROLLS
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STYLE #111 ESTATE GATE WITH MAJESTIC FINIALS

LS-1 SCROLL

VICTORIAN FINIAL

IMPERIAL FINIAL

MAJESTIC FINIALS

BALL CAP
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America’s Fencing Choice™

Jerith’s Exclusive HS-35™ Alloy
The Strength of Steel Without the Rust
You no longer have to choose between the maintenance-free ease of aluminum and the
strength of steel for your fence. The best of both worlds is available only from Jerith. Through
extensive research and testing, Jerith has developed an aluminum alloy called HS-35™. This
remarkable material has the strength of steel without the rust!
Our HS-35™ Alloy has a minimum yield strength of 35,000 pounds per square inch (psi),
which is significantly higher than the 25,000-33,000 psi strength found in many steel fences.
Even more impressive is Jerith’s advantage over other aluminum fences, which have yield
strengths of only 16,000-25,000 psi.

STYLE #401

STYL

Every post and rail in Jerith aluminum fences is extruded from our exclusive HS-35™ Alloy.
While some aluminum fence manufacturers claim to use similar alloys, they seldom use it in
both their posts and rails. In addition, Jerith is the only manufacturer that uses a high strength
alloy in its pickets as well. They are over 50% stronger than other aluminum fences. We don’t
cut corners on the strength of our products!
An independent testing laboratory has proven that a typical Jerith Residential Fence can
support over 350 pounds per section without any structural failure and our Regency fence
can hold about 500 pounds! With strength like this, Jerith fences will certainly satisfy your
fencing needs for years to come.
Always look for our logo on the sections, post caps, and gates to ensure that you are
receiving Jerith quality and our exclusive HS-35™ Alloy. Other fences may look like Jerith, but
none are as strong, durable or well-built as ours.

STYL
STYLE #202
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FencCoat™ - Jerith’s Powder
Coated Finish
Jerith’s technologically-advanced powder coating system allows us to produce a high quality,
long-lasting finish which is also environmentally friendly. When applied to a Jerith fence,
FencCoat™ is twice the thickness and hardness of a typical acrylic (or “wet paint”) finish.
Consequently, it is far more durable, fade-resistant, and scratch-resistant than other coatings.
And, because we coat our own products, Jerith can consistently control the quality of its
finish, unlike most aluminum fence manufacturers.

STYLE #101

Since its introduction in North America about 40 years ago, powder coating has become the
fastest growing finishing technology. Powder coating contains no solvents and therefore
emits negligible amounts of volatile organic compounds (VOC’s) into the atmosphere. Wet
paints, however, cause severe pollution, both through the emission of VOC’s when they are
cured and by the generation of excess paint which is considered a hazardous waste. In
addition, Jerith’s aluminum is chemically prepared for its FencCoat finish with an
environmentally safe non-chrome pretreatment, unlike most wet paints.
To prove the durability of our powder coating, we have tested it extensively. FencCoat™
endured 3,000 hours of harsh salt-spray and humidity resistance, as well as 5 years of
continuous exposure in Florida. Other aluminum fence manufacturers have performed similar
tests on their own coatings, yet they only survived 1,000 hours of salt-spray and humidity
testing and 1 year of Florida exposure (as stated in their literature). That is why we are
confident enough to guarantee that our FencCoat™ finish will last for as long as you own
your fence!

STYLE #200
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STYLE #202 MODIFIED

STYLE #111 WITH MAJESTIC FINIALS AND ESTATE GATE
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America’s Fencing Choice™

Tips on Choosing Your Contractor
Fence companies that install Jerith products are independent contractors. Since you may not have a lot of experience hiring
contractors to work around your house, here are some important tips to follow when selecting one to help you get your money’s
worth.
Communication: Be precise, so that the contractor understands exactly what you want done. Effective
communication enables contractors to quote on performing the same work with the same materials.
Competitive Bids: If possible, find two or three contractors to quote on your project. This allows you to choose the
one that offers you the best value. This is not necessarily the contractor with the lowest price. A company’s
reputation, workmanship and warranty should always be considered along with the price. Be wary if one price is
significantly lower than the others. Try to determine why the cost difference is so great. Remember, you generally
get what you pay for.
Insurance: Most states require contractors to have worker’s compensation, liability, and property damage
insurance. Some contractors try to lower their costs by not carrying insurance. This may place you at a legal risk, so
make sure your contractor has all of the necessary insurance.
References: Ask for references from your contractors, along with recent installation sites. Inspect them to get a
sense of the contractor’s workmanship. Quality may be the main reason one contractor’s price is higher (or lower)
than the rest.
Contract: Get the contract in writing! It should include a full description of the job, a payment schedule, and an
estimated time of completion. If you want to purchase a Jerith fence, make sure it is explicitly stated in the contract.
Do not sign any contract which states that “Jerith-type” fence will be installed. Language such as this allows the
contractor to substitute generic materials without your approval. (The Jerith logo can be found on every post cap,
gate and rail that we sell. This allows you to easily confirm that you have received genuine Jerith products.)
Payment Schedule: Most contractors require a deposit before starting a job, but payment schedules vary. Some
contractors ask for 50% down and 50% upon completion, while others request 1/3 down, 1/3 during installation and
the balance upon completion.
Project Changes: If your project should change in any form, it is important to note this in the contract. This allows for
revised prices and time tables to be set. What seems to be a minor alteration may cause the contractor to incur
significant unexpected costs and delays. Try to keep changes to a minimum for this reason.
We hope that these suggestions make choosing your contractor a little easier. Remember, if you have any other questions
concerning a contractor, you can contact your local Chamber of Commerce or Better Business Bureau for additional information.
There are plenty of good contractors around, so try to find the one that suits your needs best. Good luck!

Aluminum Fences
of Distinction™

Jerith Manufacturing Company, Inc.
14400 McNulty Road
Philadelphia, PA 19154
800 344-2242
215 676-4068
Fax 215 676-9756
www.jerith.com
email: sales@jerith.com
Jerith®, America's Fencing Choice™,
Aluminum Fences of Distinction™,
FencCoat™, and HS-35™ are all trademarks
of Jerith Manufacturing Co., Inc.
© 2003 Jerith Manufacturing Co., Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Your local Jerith Dealer is:

